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Take a journey through the top searches in Pakistan for 
this year. Google has released an annual “Year in Search’ 
report that lists the top terms and topics  that people 
searched in Pakistan for. The data then further expands 
into month wise depiction and highlights the graphical
 representation of the searches in a respective month.

Link to the full article: https://cutt.ly/AhKlypl

https://cutt.ly/EhKlgou

https://cutt.ly/khKlhjR

https://cutt.ly/PhKlkZN

https://cutt.ly/4hKlzOP

https://cutt.ly/ZhKlxmD

SEE WHAT WAS TRENDING 
IN PAKISTAN - 2020

CONTROL ANDROID WITH YOUR EYES 
USING GOOGLE’S ‘LOOK TO SPEAK’ 
Google has launched a new accessibility app called 
“Look To Speak”. In the app, users can make your 
Android smartphone speak phrases out loud just by 
using their eyes. To set Look To Speak, you will need 
to position your Android smartphone slightly below 
eye level. While a stand or phone mount is recommended 
by Google, you can also use it while holding the phone 
in your hands.

Link to the full article: 

FULLY AUTONOMOUS, ALL-ELECTRIC  
BUILT FOR RIDERS, NOT DRIVERS
Zoox has finally revealed and reinventing personal 
transportation - making the future safer, cleaner, 
and more enjoyable for everyone. Over six years 
ago, the Zoox founders embarked on a journey to 
create a new type of vehicle. Fully autonomous, 
all-electric, and built for riders, not drivers. A ride
hailing vehicle designed for dense urban environments. 
Today, we revealed that vehicle to the world.

Link to the full article: 

MCDONALD’S TURNED PARTY ROOMS 
INTO #MCCLASSROOMS

McDonald’s in the Philippines has thrown its considerable 
weight behind child education in the country with a lovely 
idea that saw the opening up of their closed party restaurant 
areas to teachers. The Philippines is in one of the world’s 
longest lockdowns. The school year opened this October 
to the harsh reality of distance learning. With inadequate 
internet coverage in the country and cramped conditions 
at home, teachers are struggling to make this work. 

Link to the full article: 

HYDROGEN EXPLAINER - BP DEVELOPING 
INDUSTRIAL-SCALE RENEWABLE HYDROGEN

Hydrogen is being hailed as crucial in the push to 
decarbonize the planet. Sounds like magic, but it’s 
simply science. When hydrogen (H) reacts with oxygen 
(O), lots of energy is released – and the only other 
product is water (H2O). This combination of high 
energy and zero emissions opens the door to 
decarbonizing energy-intensive industries that are 
hard or expensive to electrify.

Link to the full article: 

A TISSUE HOLDER TRANSFORMS 
INTO A MUSIC AMPLIFIER

Willis Towers Watson (WTW) launches WorkVue, an 
AI-driven software that will help organizations reinvent 
jobs for better business outcomes. WorkVue allows 
to redesign the way work is organized. The new software 
enables employers to analyze work at a task level, gain 
greater clarity into mission-critical work, and better 
adapt to changing business needs. 

Link to the full article: 
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